1. DIAGNOSTIC KIT - PURCHASED AT ORIENTATION

You will need to purchase a diagnostic kit. Diagnostic kits are $28 and will be available on the first day of Orientation. **Payment by cash or check only.** Your diagnostic kit consists of:

- Bandage
- Scissors
- Penlight
- Nurse's tape measure
- Hemostat
- Reflex hammer
- Tuning fork

2. STETHOSCOPE

Approved Stethoscopes:

- Welch Allyn Harvey Deluxe - $150
- Welch Allyn Harvey Elite - $140
- Welch Allyn Professional - $72
- 3M Littmann Classic - $75
- Littman Cardiology - $150-180

**Prices shown are approximate costs.** Approved colors for stethoscopes include: black, navy, hunter green, and burgundy.

3. BLOOD PRESSURE CUFF

Approved Blood Pressure Cuffs:

- Welch Allyn Platinum Series (DS48 or DS58)
- Welch Allyn Gold Series (DS66)
- MDF Instruments - [www.mdfedu.com/emorynursing.html](http://www.mdfedu.com/emorynursing.html)
- MDF 808B Calibra - $48
- MDF 848 XPD Bravata - $90
- MDF Bravata Bundle - $116.17 - Includes large adult, regular adult, and pediatric cuffs

**Prices shown are approximate costs.**

4. ANALOG WATCH

Analog watch requirements:

- Water resistant
- Sweeping second hand

5. IDENTIFICATION

All Nursing students are required to have a valid EmoryCard. Prior to arrival, students are required to upload a new photo through the EmoryCard website. [Download instructions for submitting a photo](http://). EmoryCard with Prox Access with Student Name Badge - required for students who are not currently enrolled or employed by Emory University.
Your Official University EmoryCard will have PROX access and allow for access into restricted areas at the hospitals during clinical rotations.

- The cost of the card is $28. Beginning in April, you can log on to your application portal to pay for the charge.
- For students starting in the Summer, photos must be uploaded by May 14th.
- For students starting in the Fall, photos must be uploaded by August 21st.

**Student Name Badge** - required for students who are currently enrolled or employed by Emory University

- Your Nursing School name badge will serve as your ID for clinicals. Your currently prox card will provide access for buildings or your EmoryCard account.
- The cost of the card is $3.00. Beginning in April, you can log on to your application portal to pay for the charge.
- For students starting in the Summer, photos must be uploaded by May 14th.
- For students starting in the Fall, photos must be uploaded by August 21st.
- Photos will only need to be updated if they are older than two years.

**6. DAVIS PLUS CALCULATING DRUG DOSAGES ONLINE PRODUCT**

Students are to purchase the Davis Plus Calculating Dosages Online from the Emory Barnes and Noble Bookstore (authors Castillo & Werner-McCullogh). This is an online product that comes with the Fundamentals bundle. Once you have purchased the bundle, you will receive an online access code to the Davis Plus Calculating Dosages Online product along with instructions to access this resource. Once your access is obtained to the online product, you will then need to enroll in the course entitled "NURS314 Clinical Practicum I Summer 2018" by entering the following access ID: FD31B43021.

You are to complete 6* dosage calculation modules along with the module practice tests. Please attempt to complete this assignment prior to your first day of class.

Many of you may be proficient in math and will be comfortable with dosage calculations. Others may require spending more time on the modules. As an example, some of you might not need to spend much time on the Basic Math Review module if you are already comfortable with math. Do what you are comfortable with. This is not a graded assignment. You will be expected, however, to demonstrate competency in dosage calculations by about mid-semester.

Each module contains practice tests. You are not required to complete all practice tests unless you need the practice. Again, please do what is needed for your learning. Completing one module with all the practice tests may take up to 3 hours to complete.

*The 6 Dosage Calculation Modules To Be Completed Are As Follows:
- Basic Math Review
- Methods of Calculation
- Systems of Measurement
- Intake and Output
- Reading Medication Labels
- Administration of Oral Medications

Download Davis Plus training information

**7. The Shift: One Nurse, Twelve Hours, Four Patients' Lives, by Teresa Brown**

The Shift chronicles events that occur during one 12-hour shift for one nurse working on an oncology ward. On orientation day, students will engage with faculty and their peers in a lively
discussion about this New York Times bestselling book about nurses and the role they play in patients' lives. To purchase The Shift, [click here](#).

8. EHR Tutor

Please purchase [EHR Tutor](#) prior to Orientation. This important tool is $90. Detailed instructions for downloading EHR Tutor can be found [here](#). **Note: Please use your Emory email address when registering for EHR Tutor.**